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In previous articles I have mentioned Federal or State government
mandates that affect local governments and departments within the local government such as the fire department. These are commonly referred to as “unfunded mandates” and they can significantly impact
budgets that are normally already lean. One of those mandates is the
requirement to have a RIT team in place before any interior fire fighting
activity can take place. This requirement was originally written into the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standards and subsequently included in the Federal OSHA Standards and Oklahoma’s
PEOSH Standards. Some of the Standards refer to it as the “Two-In-Two
-Out” rule.
There are slight variations between the different Standards but the requirement says that before a fire department can send any fire fighters
inside a burning structure to fight a fire they MUST have a fully
equipped team of fire fighters (at least two) just outside the point of entry ready to go in and rescue any fire fighters that need help. It makes
sense and the intent is good but the problem for most departments is
they don’t have two extra fire fighters to commit to this requirement.
For example; in Nichols Hills we have four fire fighters on each shift.
When a structure fire occurs the highest ranking officer assumes the
role of Incident Commander, one fire fighter operates the pump on the
fire engine that supplies water to the fire fighters, and the two remaining fire fighters take the hoseline and make an interior attack on the
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the fire.
Even if all four are on duty
we one
don’t
have
enough personnel to meet the requireHeat stress & related inciSwift water rescue & near
ment and if one of our fire fighters is on vacation or sick leave it doesn’t take a mathemadents, two shifts, classdrowning, practical exertician room
to see the bind we are in. Thiscise
left us with only a few alternatives; one was to ignore
of air bags
motorfires
ve- the way
Brainwe
injuries,
shift,two was hire three more fire fighters
theUse
Standard
andinfight
alwaysone
have,
hicle accidents, practical
classroom
per shift
for a total of 12 new personnel
which would almost double the size of our deexercise
Diabetic emergencies, one
partment, or three was to develop some
other solution. There is one exception to the
shift, classroom

There were
twoisresiRIT Standard;
if there
a “known” rescue on the fire departments arrival i.e. an occupant
dential
burglaries
rePOLICE
is trapped in the burning building,
the RITDEPARMENT
requirement can be ignored and an immediate
ported this month. In
entry/rescue attempt can be made.
one of the burglaries,
the alarm was actiThe “other”
solution
we developed was to write and sign an Automatic Aid Agreement
vated but
not moniwith our
neighbor
The
tored.
No one
re-Village. We already had a Mutual Aid Agreement with The Village
sound
whichported
states ifthe
either
cityofcalls the other and requests help it will be sent and there will be
an alarm,
so of
police
no charge
for any
the services rendered. It is a mutually beneficial agreement but it
were
not
aware
of
does NOT solve the manpower
problems according to the Standards. An Automatic Aid
the alarm. Two vehiAgreement means each city’s fire department is automatically dispatched on every potencles were taken in
tial firethis
callburglary;
in eitherone
cityofand this DOES satisfy the manpower requirements of the Standards.the
By vehicles
dispatching
has both
beenthe Nichols Hills and Village Fire Departments on every fire call
it essentially
doubles
the number of fire fighters we have on the fire scene. This enables us
recovered.
In the
other
burglary, the
to make
an immediate
interior attack and adhere to the RIT requirement.
alarm not activated
the residence.
We version of the unfunded RIT mandate and the process we
This ison
a brief
and simplified
suggest always
actiwent through
to meet
the requirement. It took many weeks and multiple meetings with
vating
your
alarm
many city officials and attorneys to make this happen but it was the only practical solution
when
you arebeneficial solution to each city and their residents. I use the
and it system
has been
a mutually
not home,
even this
if happened in the mid 1990’s, long before the current economic
word “took”
because
youthat
are all
justcities
running
troubles
and most businesses are facing. City of Nichols Hills department
a
short
errand.
We
heads have for many years used strategic planning and cooperative efforts to do more
are but
currently
investi-premier services to our residents. Under the leadership of our
with less
still provide
gating
leads inI am confident this is a practice that will continue into the foreseecurrent
Cityall
Manager
these burglaries and
able future.
hope to develop fursuspect inforTerry ther
Hamilton
mation.
Deputy Chief
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Hills inciPolice Department
keeping its citizens informed on the
dents,
two
shifts,
classdrowning,
practical
status of criminal activity in the area. When it doesexernot compromise a current investigaroom
cise
tion,
Police
sendinjuries,
out anone
email
Usethe
of air
bags inDepartment
motor ve- willBrain
shift,to all interested parties relaying the
information
on a current
following email was originally sent out on June 22,
hicle accidents,
practicalcase. Theclassroom
2009.exercise
Diabetic emergencies, one
shift, classroom
There
were
two
resiAll Souls Church was the victim of a burglary on June 15th sometime after 10:30 p.m.
Entry dential
was made
burglaries
through
re-a downstairs window. Employees discovered the break-in the
next morning
andmonth.
Nichols
ported this
InHills police were dispatched. In less than twenty-four hours,
with the
help
of
video
from
one of the burglaries, the church’s surveillance cameras, Detective Cox was able
to identify, locate and obtain a full confession from the burglar. James Dean Hollenbeck
the alarm was actiis currently in the Oklahoma County Jail on numerous felony charges. The church susbut but
not nothing
moni- was taken.
tainedvated
damage

POLICE DEPARMENT

tored. No one reported
the soundinofsigning up for crime alerts, you can do it on the front page of
If you
are interested
an alarm,
sowebsite.
police Just visit www.nicholshills.net, and click on the link that says
the Nichols
Hills
were
aware of
“Notify
Me not
By Email.”
The picture below will show you exactly where the link appears. If
the alarm.
Two vehiyou have
any questions,
please feel free to contact Robin Murray at 843-6170, and she
cles
were
taken
in
will provide you with assistance.
this burglary; one of
the vehicles has been
recovered. In the
other burglary, the
alarm not activated
Click Here!
on the residence. We
suggest always activating your alarm
system when you are
not home, even if
you are just running
a short errand. We
are currently investigating all leads in
these burglaries and
hope to develop further suspect information.
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NH Commission SeeksShock,
Citizen
Heat
stress
& related Hills
inci- Environment,
Swift water
rescueand
& near
The
City
of Nichols
Health,
Sustainability Commission would like
dents,
two
shifts,
classdrowning,
practical
exer- scheduled every Thursto involve the citizens of Nichols Hills in a series of dialogs
room
cise
dayUse
evening
from
atBrain
yourinjuries,
Town one
Hall.shift,
These meetings will address focus arof air bags
in 5:30-7:00PM
motor veeas suggested
to the
Commission by
citizens interested in the environment and in makhicle accidents,
practical
classroom
ing their
community a healthier Diabetic
and better
place toone
live. The EHS Commission needs
exercise
emergencies,
shift,base
classroom
significant input from a broad resident
to accurately reflect citizen values.

There were two residential burglaries
re-area
Focus
meeting dates
through December 2009
POLICE
DEPARMENT
ported this month. In
ENERGY/POWER
one of the burglaries,
the alarm was acti- SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION
vated but not moniAIR QUALITY AND NOISE POLLUTION
tored. No one reported the sound of Fourth Thursday of the month:
anJune
alarm,
police
25,so
July
23, August 27, September 24, October 22, and November 26
were not aware of
the alarm. Two vehiCOMMUNITY
AWARENESS AND EDUCATION
cles were taken
in
this burglary; one of
First Thursday of the Month:
the vehicles
has been
July 2, August
6, September 3, October 1, November 5, December 3
recovered. In the
other burglary, the
HEALTH/LOCAL FOOD
alarm not activated
on the residence. We WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
suggest always actiRECREATIONAL HARDSCAPE: BIKING AND WALKING
vating your alarm
system when you are Second Thursday of the Month:
notJuly
home,
even if13, September 10, October 8, November 12, December 10
9, August
you are just running
a short errand. We
RECYCLING: SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
are currently investiWATER
gating all leads in
these burglaries and
LANDSCAPING
hope to develop furThird Thursday of the month:
ther suspect inforJuly 16, August 20, September 17, October 15, November 19, December 17
mation.
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Shock, one shift, classroom
EMS Training:
Heat stress & related inciSwiftWater
water rescue
& near
Supply
dents, two shifts, classdrowning, practical exerThe hot
roomsummer months are here
cise and we are once again watching our water
supply.
Nichols
Hills
is currently
Use
of air The
bags inCity
motorofveBrain
injuries,
one shift, building a four million gallon
ground
water storage
a new booster house. Under these delicate
hicle accidents,
practical tank and
classroom
exercise
Diabetic
emergencies,
conditions we must utilize our water
in theone
most efficient manner. We are
shift,
classroom
trying to keep the parks watered, meet the public’s demand and fill our stor-

There
were two
resi-help us in conserving our precious water supply and
age
facilities.
Please
dential
re-to
POLICE
DEPARMENT
keep
lawnburglaries
sprinklers
a minimum.
Sprinklers use over half the water we
ported this month. In
pump. Thanks.
one of the burglaries,
the alarm was activated but not moniAnimal Control
tored. No one reAnimal Control would like all pet owners to make sure their pets are regisported the sound of
tered with the City of Nichols Hills. The City of Nichols Hills only sells a couan alarm, so police
ple hundred tags per year. This means there are hundreds of dogs and cats
were not aware of
that are not registered. These tags are very important in returning the anithe alarm. Two vehimal to the appropriate owner. Pet owners may register the animals at 1009
cles were taken in
N.W. 75th. You wouldn’t believe the people who come in and claim their lost
this burglary; one of
pet and say ‘I don’t register them because they never get out’. The fine for no
the vehicles has been
tags is $100.00, the price for a tag is $5.00, so please register your pets.
recovered. In the
other burglary, the
alarm not activated
Sanitation Division
on the residence. We
Please
make
sure
suggest
always
acti-all tree limbs are cut to four foot lengths and bundled.
vating your alarm
system when you are
Code Division
not home, even if
you are just
running
Swimming
pools
must drain to a sanitary sewer and not in the street. Make
shortpool
errand.
We
sureayour
is safeguarded
by the appropriate fence and self latching gate.
are currently
Forinvestimore details contact Kelly Hurley, at 843-5222.
gating all leads in
these burglaries and
hope to develop further suspect information.
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inci- ARF in Swift
water rescue
& nearunclaimed, impounded pets in NichIf anyone
wants
to assist
it's mission
of saving
dents,
two
shifts,
classdrowning,
practical
exer- dog beds, food, treats, toys and,
ols Hills, they can donate time, old collars, leashes, crates,
room
cise
of Use
course,
by mailing
Animal
of air money
bags in motor
ve- checks
Brainto
injuries,
oneRescue
shift, Friends, Inc of Nichols Hills, C/O
Publichicle
Works,
1009practical
N.W. 75th Street,
Nichols Hills, OK 73116 or by calling 843-4222
accidents,
classroom
aboutexercise
donating items. ARF will respond
by sending one
a 501 c 3 tax deduction letter (and
Diabetic emergencies,
shift, classroom
offering a cat or a dog!).

There were two residential burglaries re- POLICE DEPARMENT
June’s Featured Pet
ported this month. In
one of the burglaries,
the alarm was activated but not monitored. No one reported the sound of
an alarm, so police
were not aware of
the alarm. Two vehicles were taken in
this burglary; one of
the vehicles has been
recovered. In the
other burglary, the
alarm not activated
on the residence. We
suggest always activating your alarm
Thesystem
newestwhen
ARF you
dog are
is Sassy. She is about fifteen pounds and about 10 weeks old. She
vaccinated
to the vet’s recommendations for a young puppy.
notis home,
evenaccording
if
you are just running
ARF aisshort
at an errand.
all-timeWe
high for the number of animals it is caring for. Please consider fosteringare
ancurrently
animal over
the July 4th weekend. If you can help with time, funding, fostering,
investigating all leads in or donations, please call ARF at 843-4222.
these burglaries and
hope to develop further suspect information.

